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FILM PRODUCTION DETAILS
Columbia Pictures Production of Historical Fiction

1957 movie (action drama) about WWII conditions in POW camps in the South Pacific

A fresh group of POWs march into camp whistling a crisp tune

The camp commander, COL Saitu, orders all men, including officers to work – the 
senior ranking POW, LTC Nicholson refuses due to a line in the Geneva Convention 
that protects officers from doing manual labor

After surviving the punishment for his position on the issue, LTC Nicholson takes 
charge of the bridge-building operation. 

LTC Nicholson chooses to make a “proper bridge” because it will benefit the local 
community long after the end of the war

LTC Nicholson proudly builds an immense structure, ensuring all men, even his 
officers, worked manual labor to meet a deadline

British Commandos sabotage the bridge with explosives. LTC Nicholson, blinded by 
the legacy of his bridge, exposes the commandos to the Japanese – the bridge and a 
train are detonated

An entire economy was created in Sri Lanka from the making of this movie

The bridge was built twice because the cameras 

were not rolling when the order was given from the director

The train had to be raised from the river, cleaned 

up, and sent down the tracks again

It is believed that the train still resides at the 

bottom of that river

CARING COMMANDER OR 
ENEMY SYMPATHIZER?

HISTORICAL FACTS
• British command ordered a surrender of Singapore to the Japanese in 1942 [1]

• This action created 60,000 - 80,000 POWs; a number that far exceeded the Japanese 
capabilities [2,3]

• The Bataan Death March soon followed; a 63-mile, forced march sending POWs to 
work camps; ~10K died during this march? Whistling? No [3,4]

• Cultural clash: British rules-based philosophy & the Bushido Code [5]

• Prisoners were divided into camps and forced to build the Burma RR, also called the 
Death RR -- ~16,000 allied servicemen died

• LTC Toosey was the leader of one of the camps; he took numerous beatings for 
asking for better conditions, and at the end of the war, LTC Toosey saved the life of 
Sergeant-Major Saito [5]

• Allied servicemen were regularly beaten by their Japanese capturers and Japanese 
soldiers were regularly beaten by their superiors if goals were not met [5]

• The POW, including LTC Toosey, regularly sabotaged all work [5]

• Made loose joints

• Harvested termites and released them on the timbers

• Caused as many delays as the beatings would allow

• Japanese engineers were highly educated and skilled  

• Some bridges that the POWs built are still in use today

LEGACY BUILDING

REAL-WORLD FAMILY IMPLICATIONS

FINAL LEARNING POINTS

WORKING ON THE BURMA RR

MALINGERING

• What about the family of the real Colonel in charge of the prisoners (LTC Toosey)?

• Why weren’t they consulted on the potential defamation?

• Should they be compensated for libel?

• Should the production company be vilified for its actions? Should all production 
companies be subject to an ethics filter when historical figures are portrayed?

“You will order your officers to work or I will kill you all.”

Is it ethical to order labor that goes against the Geneva Convention – N.B. G.B and the 
U.S. had ratified the Geneva Con., but Japan had not

“Corporal, where are your men?”  

Is the practice of malingering ethical for POWs – is this act of civil disobedience normal 
course for a POW in the interest of impeding the enemy?

Background
• Building a bridge that can last 100s of years is a great help to the local community (post 

conflict) – but would the action itself, during the conflict, be considered as aiding the 
enemy?

Organizational Dilemma
• Leaders face difficult decisions – can any project performed as a POW be considered as 

aiding the enemy? Should the morale of the troops be paramount to impeding the enemy?

(Major Shears shouts to the young commando) “Kill Him!”

• Was it ethical to want to kill the Colonel? If so, at what point?

• Was LTC Nicolson considered to be an enemy conspirator? (recall the treatment of 
Nazi sympathizers after France was liberated.

organizations should set policy regarding the damage caused to real-world figures by 
characters created in historical fiction.
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